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PREFACE

LIBRARIANS AND SCHOLARS from the United States ,and abroad
gathered at the Library of Congress on January 27-28, 1981, to celebrate the completion of the 754 volume National Unian Catalog, Pre

1956 Imprints, a monumental, fourteen-year publishing project of
great importance for libraries and the world of scholarship. A symposium featuring papers by both those who developed and those
who use The National Union Catalog (NUC) was the major event.
The symposium sponsor, the Center for the Book in the Library of
Congress, is pleased to make the principal papers available to a wide
audience.
Daring the two -day meeting, many well - deserved tributes were
offered to the project's staff and'to members of the American Library
Association's National Union Catalog Subcommittee, which shep-

herded the project to completion. Seven members' of the subcommittee were present'. Gordon R. Williams, chair, National Union

Catalog Committee, and former director, Center for Research
Libraries, Douglas W. Bry ant, former university librarian, Harvard
University, Ralph E. Ellsworth, former director, University of Colo-

rado Libraries, Warren J. Haas, president, Council on Library
Resources, Inc., Rutherford D. Rbgers, Yale University librarian,
Frederick H. Wagman, former director, University of Michigan
Library, and William J. Welsh, Deputy Librarian of Congress. Four
were unable to attend. John W. Cronin, Charles David, Herman

Fussier, and teorge Schwegmann. One, Verner W. Clapp,

is

deceased.
In addition to thanking the participants whose remarks appear
in this volume, the Center for the Book is grateful to the other symposium, speakers who helped make the occasion a ,liv ely mixture of
sentiment and scholarship. Henriette AN. ram, director for processing
systems, networks and automation planning, Library of Congress,
Johannes Dewton, head of the project from 1967 to 1975, Robert B.
Downs, dean of library administration emeritus, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Sir Frank Francis, director and principal

librarian of the British Museum- , 1959-68, Joseph H. Howard,
Assistant Librarian for Processing Services, Library of Congress, and
1

,

Henry Snyder, editor and director., Eighteenth-Century Short Tit leP
Catalog/North America, chair of the National Union Catalog Committee and one of the principal organizers of the project. Thanks also
go to William Matheson, chief, Rare Book and Special Collections
DiN ision, for his help in organizing the symposium,, and to Margery
Maier for her assistance in preparing this book for ublication.
Established by an act of Congress in 1977, the Center for the
Book exists to "keep the book flourishing" by stimulating interest in
books, reading, and the printed w ord. The center works closely with
organizations outside the Library of Congress to increase the public's
book air artiness, to use other media to promote reading, and to stimulate the study of books. It pursues these goals primarily by bringing
together members of the book, educational, and business communities for symposia and projects. In addition to reading promotion,
the center's major interests include the educational and cultural role
of the booknationally and internationally, the history of books and
printing, the future of the book and the printed NA, o r d , authorship
and writing, the printing, publishing, and presen anon of books, the
use of books and printed materials, and literacy.
The Center for the Book's symposia and publications are made
possible by gifts from in N iduals and organizations. Contributions
are tax-deductible. Flirt er information is mailable from the Center
for the Book, Library of Congress, Washin4ton, D.C. 20540.
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INTRODUCTION

A UNION cATALor. is, essentially, a centrali/ed finding list of books

in more than on, library. Such catalogs traditionally have served
several useful purposes. they facilitate interlibrary loans, they permit
coordinated acquisition efforts, and they are a source for cataloging

records. Each of these functions strengthens cooperation among
libraries, whether the ,catalog is regional, national, or international,
and no matter w hat its sum. But if cooperation is an intrinsic part of
union

catalogs, so are patience, perseverance, and especially

idealism. It is the idealistic notion that one ought to be able to put
one's own bands on all the research materials in a certain region or
country that lies at the root of the union catalog idea. The ideal
predates the inv ention of printing. The first attempts at a union
catalog are credited to the monk John Boston tic Bury, who visited
English monasteries to gather information about their manuscripts
for his Catalog scriptorum eccicsi4e, which appeared about 1410.
The holdings of 195 monastic libraries were identified, and the
continuing dream of a bibliographical utopiaa "complete" listing
has fueled the inlagmations of scholars and librarians ever since.
The first prdminent librarian to ad' ovate a national union catalog for the United. States was Charles Coffln Jewett, librarian of the
Smithsonian Institution from 1847 to 1854. Jewett felt that the newly
created Smithsonian Institution should be the American national
library and his proposed catalog, which wouli:Lmake the Smithsonian
library the national bibliographic center, was an eSsentixil feature of

his plan. His particular scheme came to naught, for his national
library hopes were in direct conflict with ,the goals of Smithsonian
SeeretAry Joseph Henry, who fired his ambitious librarian in 1854.
However, Jewett's general phin was the foundation, half a century
later, forLibrarian of Congress Herbert Putnam's union catalog at
the Librafy of Congress. Like Jewett, Putnam recognized the necessity of taking adv antage of the latest technological developments in
order to establ' h the catalog. Both men also perceived the importance of th a ion catalog function, for a library that had national
ambitions.
Jewett's goal, described in his 1850 annual report, was a general
3
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pnnted catalog of all books in American libraries so "every student
in America would ha% C the means of knowing the full extent of his
resources for investigation." The next step would be a "universal
catalog," for "if the system should be successful in this country, it
may eventually be so in eery country in Europe." Since the printed
boot catalogs were awkward, expense e, and quickly, outdated, he
proposed that the entries in the Smithsonian catalog be made from

stereotyped plates that could be used by other libraries. Participating libraries could prepare their OM n entries and plates for titles
not in the Smithsonian, building their own catalogs and contributing
to the' central catalog in Washington. Uniform Cataloging rules,

essential for such an endeavor, were part of the idealistic Sthithsonian librarian's plan. "Nothing, so far as can be avoided, should be
left to the individual taste or judgment of a cataloguer."
Card catalogs had replaced hook catalogs by 1901 when Herbert
Putnam began his union catalog, at the Library of Congress, but it
was a technological mniwation, an updated version of the stereotyped plate, that enabled Putnam l'o carry out Jewett's gener plan.
The irmcwation was the print* of the Library's catalog c ds. Distribution of the cards to American libraries w as the next step-and the
exchange of catalog cards soon brought a national union catalog into
existence. Putnam thus fulfilled his hope of finding a way the
"National Library" could reach out from Washington and.perform "a

a?

service to the country at large." The Library of Congressnot the
Smithsonian Institution had bccomi the de facto American national
library.
.,. v

Today the computer has greatly' accelerated the impact of

technology on all forms of bibliographical control, perhaps especially

the union catalog. As Deputy Librarian of Congress William J.
Welsh points out in the first paper in this %olume, The National
Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprints is probably the last large bibliographic catalog that will be compiled manually. Recognition that
the era of nonautomated bibliographical control is behind us was
one of the reasons the Library of Congress wanted to mark the completion of the project. We wanted to bring those responsible for the
catalog's planning, editing, and publication together with the librarians, bibliographers, booksellers, and scholars for whom it was
intended. We wanted to learn about the catalog's actual useswho,
why, howand about its potential uses. We sought and received
opinions about two important questions. ( 1 ) How can we make the
best and most efficient use of the information in this catalog that has

been gathered, edited, and published so diligently over the past
4
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fourteen years? and ( 2 )From the standpoint of the user of the Pre/956 imprints'velumes, how can we best use the computer and other

new technologies in planning the future of The National Union
Catalog and the other Library of Congress book catalogs?
The future .development of The National Union Catalog is not,
howler, the focus of this particular Volume. These papers tell the
story of how The National Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprints came
to be published and how it is now being.used. It is a tale of determination in w hid] librarians, publishers, and scholars can take pride.
It also tells us 'something about the changing nature of the Library
of Congress as a`national institution.

During Herbert Putnam's librarianship, which spanned four
decades (1899-1939), the Library of Congress tended to dictate
cataloging and bibliographic polity to American libraries. And the
union catalog could not ha% e gotten started in any other way. In
recent decades, as emphasized in Gordon Williams's paper, the relationship between the ,Library of Congress and American libraries
has become one of mutual support and cooperation. The 754-volume
National Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprints, completed without any
government or foundation funds, is a coupe' atie triumph eminently
worth celebrating.
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Deputy Librarian of Congress William J. Welsh addressing librarians arid

scholars who, met in January 1981 to celebrate the completion of die
Nottonal Upian Catalog, Pre-1956 bitproits f3elond hun ate the 754
volumes of the NUC.
6
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WILLIAM J. WEI,SII

The Library of Congress and
The National Union Catalog
"An estimated 610 volumes to be published over 10 years."
"The most massive venture in catalog publication yet undertaken."
"All research libraries will need this monumental bibliographical tool."
These are a few of the exuberant predictions made by librarians
and scholars in 1967 NN hen publication of the pre-1956 portion of The
National Union Catalog was as announced. We are now celebrating
the success of this jemarkable cooperatise endeas or which, on the
road to completiorf, extended itself from the "estimated 610 volumes
in 10 years" to 754 volumes in fourteen years.

Rooted in the last decade of the nineteenth century, the union
catalog became *possible w ith the des ClOpMellt or standardized cataloging rules and a uniform-size catalog card. In October 1901, under

the aggressise leadership of Librarian Herbert Putnam, the Library
of Congress began to print and distribute its catalog cards. Three
months later Librarian Putnam. neser shy about his goals for the
Library of Congress or for American librarianship, announced the
creation of what was, in effect, the national union catalog.
It is fully recognized by the Library of Congress that next in
importance to an adequate exhibit of its ossn resources, comes the
For the past two decades William J. Welsh has been the principal Library
of Congress administratite official concerned with cataloging, technical
processing, and bibliographic control. Before his appointment as Deputy

Librarian of Congress, in 1976, he served first as associate director
(1964-68) and then as director of the Library's Processing Department.
As director lit succeeded John W. Cronin, the National Union Catalog
Publication Project etas one of several Cronin-inspired projects Mr. Welsh
inherited.
7
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ability to supply information as to the resources of other libraries. As
steps in this direction Ma\ be mentioned: First. The acquisition of
printed.catalogs of 'libraries, both American and forergn. Second.An

alphabetic author catalog tu cards of books in department and
bureau libraries in Washinn,,Third. A similar catalog of books in
some of the more important libraries outside of Washington.
The Library of Congress expects to place in each great center
of research in the United States a cops of even, card which it Prints
for its own catalogs, these will form there a statement of what the
National Library contains. It hopes to receise a copy of es ers rd
printed by the New York Public Library, the Boston Library, the
Harvard University Library, the John Crerar Library, and several
others. These it will arrange and preserve in a card catalog of great
collettions,outsicle of Washington.

From being a record of the holding of only few distinguished
libraries, with the Newberry Library and the libraries of the Universities of Illinois and Chicago joining those mentioned by Putnam,
the union catalog grew only gradually until the 1920s. Then, with a
grant of $50,000 a year for fiNe years from the Rockefeller Foundation, the project progressed rapidly from 1927 to 1932. Sought by the

American Library Association, the Rockefeller gift resulted in
"Project B," which, under the direction of Ernest Cushing Richardson, added over six million cards to the catalog w itti the goal of locating at least one copy of eNery important research book in American
libraries. When 'Project B" came to an end,, the Union Catalog Division- was established in the Library of Congress in September 1932.

The division began to receiNe the steady flow of incoming
reports and to stimulate even mor-Ameril...in and Canadian libraries
to participate in the program. In the 1940s, the project benefited by
the creathe w ork of John Cronin of the Library's Processing Department, a remarkable man who ho decloped and executed the ilea of
publishing in book forrn.the Library of Congress's own catalog of
printed cards, a 167 - Volume publishing project completed in 1946
by Edwards Brothers. The book catalog, which had been abandoned
by most American libraries for half a century, was reborn.
In 1948 the union catalog was officially designated the National
Union Catalog,-and in the early 1950s the American Library Association established a subcommittee on the National Union Catalog

headed by Frederick H. Wagman. As a result, the catalog was
divided into two parts. For imprints after 1956 the National Union
Catalog was edited for publication by the Library's Catalog Publication Division and has since been appearing on a regular bilsis, with
monthly or quarterly issues and Various annual ana quinquennial
8
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cumulations. The pre-1956 portion of the catalog, called dr "retrospective NUC," was maintained and addeto as before, butits Pub.:
'
lication was still distant.
.
Librarians are a persistent lot, however. Breakthroughs in the
1950s in bibliographical control of current acquisitions and cataloging, along with the demonstrated value of the post-1956 portion of
The National Union Catalog in book form, made the need for editing
and publishing the pre-1956 portion increasingly evident to librarians and others. In 1959 the ALA subcommittee on the National
Union Catalog sponsored a pilot prol'eet to edit forpublication all
cards w ith imprint dates of 1952-55, inclusie, which, with Johannes
L. Dewton as supervisor and editor, was completed in 1961. The
result w as a thirty -volume catalog that demonstrated that publication of the entire pre-1956 file was possible:.
In June 1964 the American Library Associatibn and the Library
of Congress signed a formal agreement in which the ALA agreed to
procure, funds to enable the Library to edit' the pre-1956 imprints
catalog for publication. In December 1964, subcommittee chairman
Gordon Williams of the Center for Research Libraries reported that
se' eral publishers were definitely interested in bidding for the right
to publish .the pre-1956 portion in book form and were prepared to
adeance the editorial and printing costs. For the next two years the
committee continued to discuss methods of publication, finally concluding that publication of the present catalog in book form was
desirable .ee en if it would eeentually l?ecome a% ailable also in
machine-readable form. Te different it% itations to bid were issued
in 1966. At the second deadline date, August 1966, three bids were `
submitted w ith sample pages. The bids were based on the price
at which the publisher would make the printed eolumes available
nij after' due consideration,
to libraries and research institutions anc
the subcommittee' chose the bid of Ma ell Informatioit'Publishing
Ltd. as the one pro% iding the lowest sales price and the most satisfactory format. Under the terms'of the agreement, Mansell under-

took to pay all costs and expenses of publicrion and to,make
available to the American Library Association funds to finance the
cost of the-editorial work at the Library of Congress.
And how did this British firm get involved? John Cronin, in
helping to bring the third edition of the Union List of Serials into
being, had become acquainted in London with Mansell Publishing i
and in particular with John Commander. Mansell was the publisher'
of many w orks of int( rest to thelbrary world, perhaps especially the
British Museum General Catalogue of Printed Books. A Mansell9
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related company, NN orking in the field of optics dtiring World War II,

had devdoped certain camera techniques relevant to publishing,
techniques found useful fo'r solving many of the problems posed by

publishing a massive work. The heart of the system involved the
sense-marking of each card, best described as a shorthand instruction
to the camera directing it to film only portions of the card rather than

the entire card. The cards 'then could be filmed very rapidly and
without individual handling, In short, a workable systemnot
computer-based, but rapid and efficientgained the bid.
So the bargain was struck and the American Library Association

assumed the responsibility of overseeing all phases of the project
through its subcommittee on the National Union Catalog, still
chaired by Gordon Williams. The Library of Congress, not a direct
party to the contract, was designated the editing agent. And after
only one more major delay, to sort out Various problems involving
copyright, work was ready to begin.
Early in 1967 a staff was formed. headed by Johannes Dewton,
working under. John Cronin's direction, and editing began. The
Library of Congress was to supply the publisher with enough edited
cards to furnish subscribers five volumes a month, tbtal volumes to
be 610, each with 693-pages, the whole to be completed in ten years.
It is.remarkably fortunate that w e.started when we did. The darkening economic picture since 1967 would surely have diminished
enthusiasm for such a N en ture indeed it has made it completion
exceedingly difficult for all parties.

Mansell Publishing is a relatively small part of a very large
British concern known as the Bemrose Corporation, a venerable firm

whose publishing interests date back to the days of the earlist
British railroad timetables and whose other printing specialties
include calendars and printed checks. The support provided by
Bemrose throughout the project has been of major importance,
since the catalog itself has yet to show a profit. Mansell has borne
an extraordinary financial burd9af The ettorial costs assOciated
exclusively with the work at the Library of Congress have thus far
exceeded twelve million dollars. The original fifteen-dollar-pervolume cost to subscribers seems as remote as the days of the penny
postcard. That the overwhelming majority of the approximately
1,350 subscribers have continued to find funds as the costs have risen
is a testimony to the catalog's value.

Johannes Dewton headed the project until his retirement in
1975, when David A. Smith assumed the helm. And what did editing
the catalog entail? A remarkable effort to sift through about twenty
10
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million cards that made up a catalog best described as overweight,
unsightly, uncoordinated, and sluggish. The goal was to take this
accumulation,' built around changing catalog codes, idiosyncratic
schemes, and tremendOus differences in degree of completion and
accuracy and, w ithin the onstrstints of the money at hand and he
time available, to raise its level to that of a "well-edited catalog." Yhe
story is one of compromise, simplification, negotiation, and increasing flexibility. The editorial process, once fully under way, invoked
twenty -five to thirty professional editors who every week systematically examined each card in a tray of approximately fourteen
Hundred cards. The burden borne by every editor was the project's
unyielding publication timetable, the requirement to -forward to
Mansell almost twenty thousand finished cards every single week
over an unbioken 'fourteen -year period. This requirement related
directly to the publisher's own commitment to provide five printed
volumes each month to each subscriber. The click dominated the
editorial process. Only rarely was there a cushion of finished work;
the real race was to make each Friday's Pan AMerican Airways
Flight 106 to London. This shipping routing was carried out over six
hundred times, and not a card was lost.
The editors twice marched through the alphabet. Editing on
main sequence entries was hushed in June 1979. Still to go were
the 3.25 million cards that had cumulated since work began in 1967.
The final job was the production of a supplement to integrate these
entries with those in the 685-N olume_pain sequence. Following a
plan designed by the project's assistant head, Maria Laqueur, during
the last year of main sequence editing, project editors began anew
at Alpha. The seventy volumes of the supplement will include newly
receiv ed reports from contributing libraries, a multitude of added
entries and references, and a register of added locations, designed
specifically to augthent the number of locations identified for the
less widely held items in the main sequence. Editing of the last part
of the supplement was coinplcted by the project's senior editors on
Monday, January 12, 1981, once again in time for the Pan Am 106
to London.
Despite the obstacles I have mentioned, the quality of the pre1956 imprints catalog is high and the publication has already proved
to be even more usefirloThan the planners had envisioned. The reason, and a great source of pride, for each of us associated with this

undertaking, is the project's staff. They were a group of highly
motivated men and women who somehow successfully contended
with a unique set of trials, tribulations, and trays.
11
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Now we have an educational task ahead of us. Like the post1956 portion of the NUC, the Pre-1956 Imprints portion assists
librarians in acquisitions, cataloging, bibliography, interlibrary loan,

reference, and research. But its potential uses go far beyond the
walls of any single institution, whether it be library, university, bookstore, or think-tank. As Gordon Williams commented in 1968 when

the first volumes appeared, the publication of the retrospective
volumes of the national union catalog vastly increases the historical
and scholarly resources available for research in this country and
around the world. Their publication enables any "library, wherever
it is, to locate promptly and to proxide its patrons with access to the
millions of Volumes it could never afford to acquire and house in its
own collection."

It is unlikely that any single, traditional publication will carry
forward the pre-1956 imprints project. Since late 1977, when the
project stopped incorporating newly recut% cd reports, all such cards

have been stored in a separately maintained file in the Library's
Catalog Publication DIY ision. Decisions about how and where to
publish the pre-1956 cardsthat is, whether to mix them with the
earlier entries, to maintain them as a separate section within each
issue of the current NUC, or to publish them in some other recurring
sequence under the current NUC
e not yet been made.
How could the planners of the catalog ha% e estimated the catalog's
own role in stimulating further cataloging of backlogged pre-1956
material by participating libraries? How could they have known that
the automation of cataloging would result to libraries submitting yet

another generation of cards for a vast number of items already
reported? Traffic in pre-1956 reports is still heavye large number
of new titles continue to surface.
Automation has now revolutionized union catalog production,
so it seems sari! to say that the Pre-1956 Imprints NUC will be the
last of the monumental, traditional book catalogs. Future catalogs
of this size, if there arc any, \, ill surely be issued in a different format, perhaps in microform only, as is likely fir this catalog once the
remaining sets are subscribed. The ability we now have to store data

generated locally and to share machine-readable data.has already
greatly simplified the manual exercise of producing catalogs of
national holdings. It has also broadened coverage capacities. In fact,
to make efficient use of the new technology, the Library of Congress
is planning to automate The National Union Catalog and publish it
in a register/index format expanding its co erageuf its other library

book catalog programs, such as the Chinese Cooperative Catalog,
12
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the Monthly Checklist of State Publications, Nt cc. Serial Titles, and
the National Register of Microform Masters. This plan will require
the' cooperation of many other libraries and the bibliographic utilities. Standardization is the key, for standardization of bibliographic
records permits cooperative contributions to a national union catalog
without loss of quality control, ensuring the usefulness of a record
for many libraries. Given the fiscal restraints and limited resources of
our times, w e must continue to %sork together to make The National
Union Catalog, in all its forms, a useful and affordable product for
all its users.

Librarian of Congress Archibald MacLeish, in his preface to
the 167-s olume catalog of the Library's printed cards published in
the 1910s by Edwards Brothers, speaks directly to the spirit of the
achievement we are now celebrating:
What will touch the imagination of imaginative users (readers
there w ill be none) is the fact that diis enormous w ork is not merely
catAlog of hooks, but a source book for the study of catalogs. It is
indeed, if I may be permitted the respectful use of the metaphor, a
kind of kitchen midden of American librarianship. Among the aca-

demic clam shells here are the meaningful artifactsthe hopes and
ambitions, the failures and the successes, of some very great Americans Americans vv ho are no less great because few of their fellow
country men have heard their names. Charles Coffin Jewett, Ainsw orth Rand Spofford, Richard Rogers Bow ker, Mel it Dew ey, and

Herbert Putnam are not, perhaps, household names in the United
States, but thy have clone far more for the enduring life of their
country than many w hose first names and photographs ale farmh9
around every wood-burning stove in the forty-eight states.

In 1981, as we celebrate the qompletion of the NUC in

t

fifty

states, new names should be added to MacLeish's honor roll,
including those of John Cronin, Cordon Williams, John Commander,
Johannes Dew ton, and many, many others. We are proud of' you.

13
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GORDON R. WILLIAMS 1--

The National Union Catalog
and Research Libraries
IN 1901, WHEN Librarian of Congress Herbert Putnam started the
union catalog, the implicit assumption NN as thatexcept where libraries had pursued specialized intereststhe main differences between
collections were determined by the age and size of the individual
libraries in which they were housed. It 1,4 as assumed that ,11 comparable research libraries held in common virtually the same core
collection and that it was as essentially the older and larger libraries
that were the repositories of books not generally to be found in the
younger and smaller ones. This belief is implicit in Putnam's view,
expressed in his annual report for 1900, that with the completion of
the filing of cards from Harvard, the Boston Public Library, the New

York Public Library, and a few others, the union catalog would
"constitute the closest approximation now available to a complete
record of books in American libraries."
The following facts, which many librarians still find difficult to
believe, did not become clear until much later. Research library
collections, even those of about the same age, size, and purpose,
hold many fewer titles in common than every one thought. Far more
titles and editions are held by only one or very few of them. And,
anything even approaching a complete record of books in American
libraries requires a union catalog based onithe holdings of hundreds
of libraries.

When Putnam began the union catalog, the collaborative
aspects of librarianship which we now take for granted were largely
Gordon R. Williams, former director of the Center for Research Libraries
in Chicago, became chairman of the National Union Catalog Subcom-

mittee of the Resources and Technical Services Division, American
Library Association, in 1964. His unfailing guidance, support, and concern for the venture were vital to its successful completion.
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undeveloped. Interlibrary borrowing had barely begun, and then
only on a eery restricted basis and with rules,that were intended to
keep it that way. In fact, the principal use made of the union catalog
during the first twenty -five years of its existence was by Library of
Congress catalogqrs looking for help in cataloging the Library's own
acquisitions. Only a fry
d search service was offered to other

libraries wanting to know the locution of books they needed to
borrow on interlibrary lion. But by 1926 the need for interlibrary
borrowing was accelerating, althyugh the volume of this traffic was
still too lov%, to create pressure to spread the burden of lending
through knowing more than one location. The inability of the union
catalog to locate ex en one copy of needed titles, however, was of
wide and growing concern.
Even in 1926, when the American Library Association sotight
and got a grant from the Rod, feller Foundation to expand the union
catalog by adding cards from more libraries, the stated purpose w as
still only to locate as rapidly as possible at least one copy of every
important research book in American libraries. During the five years
of the Rockefeller grant, 1927-32dmost 6.5 million cards from other
libraries w ere added to the, two million already there, bringing the
total to about 8.5 million cardsa more than fourfold increase in size.
The union catalog still proxed to be inadequate. Over a decade
later, in 1945by which time the catalog had grown to nearly twelve
million cardsit was impossible to prox kit; a source for 30 percent

of the titles libraries asked it to locate, and this rate did not even
improxe after another crecadQ and more of additions. Indeed, as late
as 1966. it was not possible to locate from the catalog some 22 percent of the titles about which inquiries were received. In addition

to the inability to locate exp, one copy of a large percentage of
needed books, by 1954 other problems relating to the catalog were

beginning to assume serious dimensions. One was the growing
volume of interlibrary borrowingat least diouble that of 1945.
Another was that the National Union Catalog, as it was by then
called, could be consulted only at Library of Congress. This meant
that other libraries needing to know the location of a required book

had to send their requests for information to 'Washington. \Thar
with the time taken in the mail and in processing the inquiries in
conditions of increasing pressuie at the Library of Congress, a wait
of two weeks or more for a reply was inevitable.
The oh% ions answ er to these problems included bringing the
holdings of still rnOre libraries into the NUC and publishing it in a
form that libraries could consult right in their own building. Mit the
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idea of treating the historic record of American libraries' holdings
this way was at that time too much to ask of library cooperation,
and it was decided to start \S itlnewly published works. in 1954 the
American Library Association Board on Resources of American
....----Libraries forme d a Subcommittee on the National Union Catalog
chaired by Frederick W. Wagman The subcommittee was to meet
with the Library of Congress to see if other libraries' catalog cards
1 of holdings of books with imprints of 1956 and later could be incorporated into the cumulative book catalog of the Library of Congress's own printed cards, which the Library was then publisfiing on a regular monthly basis. At the same time more libraries
were to be' encouraged to report their tutaloged acquisitions more
.

comprehensively.
The Library of Congress proved to be agreeable to the wedding

if the bride.would provide enough dowry to pay for The increased
cost. The ALA .was{ able to do so, and in 1956 w hat had been the

ti

Cumulative Cata og of Library of Congress Cards, arranged by
author, became The National Union Catalog, a Cumulative Author
List of books printed in 1956 and later. To the individual entries
under author VS in added symbols indicatag w huh reporting libraries held the books described:
Consequent upon this publication of The National Union Catalog
of recent and current imprints, the grow th in libraries' reports of
their acquisitions was as astounding, reflecting both the increase in
their rate of acquisition of new books and their more comprehensive
reporting of these to the NUC. From 103,000 reports in the first year
(1956), the number more than tripled to 326,000 in the next year.
By 1960 about seven hundred thousand reports were being received
annually and by 1966 the astonishing total of over 1.5 million reports
a year were flooding in.
Meanwhile, and occupying an inexorably expanding area of the
Library of Congress, the great National Union Catalqg of books
published before 1956 vv as grow mg also at an almost equal rate of
increase in numbers of reports received. Attempting to satisfy readers' research needs, libraries were acquiring material more rapidly
than ever before and reporting v ast numbers of older titles that they
had missed or been unable to find or to afford in the past. In 1959 the
NUC subcommittee, then chaired by Charles W. David, decided to
try publishing a part of the retrospective National Union Catalog.
After much work, means were found to publish two years later about
five hundred thousand entries for imprints from 1952-55 as reported
on cards submitted by m
than five hundred North American
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libraries, including the Library of Congress. The success of this pub-

lication indicated that given sufficient library cooperation and a
strung and imagman% e publish& r, the whole National Union Catalog
file of pre-1956 impruitseontaining nut just a few hundred thousand
cards but, 3-4 NNW, then underestunatedibout thirty-two million cards
represe sting out thin« n milhou entriesmight be published in
book form.
at quantitafi% e difference alone posed more difficult
This

problems than any similar project pre%iously attempted. First was
the problem of finane mg, not only by the libraries who would ultimately Lan c to pay for it by their purchase of the catalog but also
by some publisher who would haw to finance large editorial and
production costs well iu athance of any return income from sales.
Next w as the problem of the editorial work itself on so huge and ,so
heterogeneous a file of cards. The cost of this led the NUC Committee to consider carefully the possibility of publishing the cards
ithout editing. But the N, anations in style and standards of the cataloging, meitable in remrd a« mutilated oN,Cr more than fifty years
from hundreds of diffelent sources meant that works by the same
author, and een different copies of the same title, could be so widely
scattered through the alphabet that the usefulness and authority of
the catalog for either lobbovapha al or location purposes would be

greatly diminished. Further, duplicate and otherwise redundant
entrees fur the same book would so increase the size of the published

catalog that the cost of the additional printing and binding would,
by itself, nearly cancel out any savings in editing.
As to who 'mild do the editing, there was no question but that
this could be done to an acceptable standard only by the Library of
Congress. The Library, stimulated in part no doubt by the desire to
ge what coats becoming an incubus out of the building, expressed
to take on th«Aitmg, but with the proiso that it would
(and, by its constitution, could) only do so if the committee
arranged to ha% c the Library paid on a current basis for all of its
expense in doing the job. It may be said here that the whole project,
from beginning to cud, w as done w ithuut benefit of either government or foundation grants, though w e badly wanted and tried hard
fur such funding.
A third factor arising from the quanntame diffei-ence in scale of
the project w as the long time oN, e r which the publication process was

going_to haw to extend. This was incitable because of the limits
both on the speed with which the editorial work could be accomplished and on what libraries could reasonably ;Ilford to pay annually
17
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for a publication which was going to make a noticeable dent in the
purchase funds of many of them for w horn the catalog would be
most useful. This ten-year publication period meant that very careful
consideration had to be giN en to the possibility of significant future
changes. The committee was well aware of comparable long-term
publishing projects where failure to foresee possible changes clearly
enough had resulted either in the projects foundering before completion or in their completion being delayed by many y earseatits-

trophies that the NUC Committee was determined to avoid. In
retrospect the committee did remarkably well.

On the question of form of publication the committee had to
make an immediate decision. Should the catalog be published in
printed book form, in microform, or in machine-readable form for
computer manipulation? After much debate w e w ere forced to the
same conclusion w ith respect to the machine-readable form as every-

are else, then, or since. we could not afford the cost of converting
,tich an enormous back-file of cards. In spite of the astonishing
livances made in the technologies and methods of computerized
bibliographic control in the past fifteen years, the soundness of
Ole committee's decision has been pro% ed. The catalog exists, and
were
, the decision being made today, the. conclusion would still be
that, for the foreseeable future, major existing files of historic
material would be frozen in their present form and only new acquisitions, or entries newly made, would be put into machine-readable
form.
The committee was also painfully aware in the mid-1960s of the

lack of any generally accepted standard for a machine-readable
bibliographic record, and especially of an international standard.
This was critically significant for the NUC since the content and
value of the catalog related to the needs of the library and scholarly
communities w orldw ide. It was also Livia that the economics of the

project would require the support not only of American libraries
through their purchase of the catalog but also of foreign libraries,
for whom a machine-readable form would, it was judged, be unusable. This judgment about sales has in the event been more than
borne out for the number of North American sales of the catalog to
date has been substantially less than was anticipated and indeed
than they should 'haNe been. Only the larger-than-expected sale to
foreign libraries has kept the cost to all libraries of our national
union catalog dow n to an acceptable le v d and has permitted its
completion on time and without lorring editorial or production
standards.
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As this brief history indicates, NN, hat was begun as a union catalog intended only to serve the bibliographic needs of one library was
gradually extended in both scope and 'availability as more and more

libraries increasingly found that they could not meet all the needs
of their patrons on their oven and that a national union catalog was
essential to effective interlibrary cooperation. In addition, publication of the catalog has revealed a largely unrecognized and certainly
underexploited mine of bibliographic information whose richness is,
only now becoming fully apparent to those accustomed to working
itwhether librarians themselves in all their specialties or the users
of research libraries in all theirs.

But the utility of the National Union Catalog does not stop
there. It is ,essential to the answ ering of tw o other problems which
cannot much longer be ignored without catastrophe. One of these is

the problem of the rapid physical deterioration of an ever larger
proportion of libraries' present collections. Unless coordinated action

is taken soon to preserve these vast quantities of printed matter,
most of it of relatively recent publication, much will be lost forever.
The other probleni is the urgent need to expand the resources available to eN efy library by, a greater coordiimtion of acquisitions, by the
optimum use of purchase funds, and by a wider and more efficient
sharing of material, both nationally and internationally. The development of coordinated acqugitions pOlicies requires that each partici-,
paling library know hat its colleagues already have from the past,
what new publications they have acquired, and where the partitular
strengths and weaknesses of their holdings lie.
The committee was also acutely aware of the need to coordinate
preservation activity and knew that successful coordination would
depend on the ready availability of a nationarunton catalog of preNN

served books. Knowing that in the not-too-distant future such a
catalog would or at least shouldembrace every book in the present
NUC, the thought that their successors might have to go through the

ordeal of publishing all the information in the seven hundred and
'

more volumes of the pre-1956 NUC all over again appalled the cornmittee. To avoid this necessity, the committee arranged that every
title recorded in the NU should be given a short but unique identi-

fying number b w ich it could be cited and easily and quickly
located in the ca a pg. The NUC of preserved books, once that
much-delayed process of preservation gets under way, could then

be reduced to a compact catalog of simple NUC numbers with
designation of location and preserved form, instead of a full bibliographic description. The unique identifying number for each biblio19
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graphic entry, particularly when it has been applied to so large a
body of data, has other potential uses as sell, winch !lace not yet
been much explored.
It will, of course, take far More than The National Union Catalog
to resolve preser% ation_and the many other problems that face those
trying to maintain the standards, Integrity, and traditions of research
libraries. But no practical solution of Loinmon )rubh ins is possible
without a national union catalog. Its publication is timely and we
are fortunate that, with the catalog now complete d widely deanable, the basis for effective action is at hand. The continuation of the

NUC for current and future imprints lies almost certainly in the
domain of the compute r ,ind probably in the technology of the laserreadable disc. But whateeur form it may take. this tontnanng catalog

will depend, in meeting the needs of reward-1 libraries and their
users, on the base of The National Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprints,
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DAVID A. SMITH
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Editing the NUC

ON MANY OCCASIONS I have had the opportunity of talking about

the backgrvnd anti functioning of the National Union Catalog
Publiction haled. its prehistory, the Various steps leading to our
trans-Atlantic bond with Mansell, the launching pad and early flight
problems, the settled but always unsettling fourteen-year rputine of

editing with one eye on the cards and one on the clock. i have
especially had occasion to give somewhat detailed descriptions of
the editing proces?itself.
But on those occasions never did it occur to me that our work
would really one day be done, that the project would be past history
and not the continuing, frustrating, and yet profoundly satisfying
activity that held us in willing thrall for so long. But it is donethe
last "Z"

(or "Zed") supplement card, a work by Zyndram-

Koicialkowska, `Vila, was turned on January 12and no longer can
speak as one immersed in a gigantic effort, one with just a touch
of uncertainty nipping at'the fringes.
That uncertainty had to do with many things, ranging from our
own abilities to cope with the eNer-increasing deviousness lurking
in the cards themsehes to a strong concern for the economic heilth
of our paymaster, our agency', our country, and our subsciibers
worldwide. It served us well in the end, for the further we got the
more determined we became that, by God, we'd do our part to see
.
that "Z" was reached, and twice at that.'
ti

Since 1975, when he succeeded Johannes Dew ton as head of the National
Union Catalo,g riiblication Project, David A. Smith has devoted most of

his waking hours to the catalog's successful completion, in the process
becoming the Library of Congress's closest equivalent to James Murray,
the longtithe editor of The Oxford English Dictionary. Before joining the
project staff in 1967, Mr. Smith worked atthe National Library of Medicine and in the Descriptive and Shared Cataloging Divisions of the
Library of Congress.
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Now, rather than rehearsing again the details of the project, I
would like to concentrate on some of the more compelling aspects
of the project's inner editorial workings, at least as reflected in my
own experience.

The most beautiful room in Washington is surely the Main
Reading loom of the Library of Congress. I need not rhapsodize
about it, its beauty is apparent. But how can one fully appreciate it
'without 'having seen it before the restoration done in 1964-65? Less

than twenty years ago, the glorious interior of the dome was
obscured by the accumulated grime of six and a half decades. This
is my analogy for the work we have just finished. How can one fully

understand and appreciate the finished catalog without having
experienced it in its earlier state?

The national 'union catalog concept, from the first,'"was a
majestic one. Yet the very growth processes which kept enriching and

enlarging it were simultaneously begriming it. Certain problems
were present almost from the start. Changes in the cataloging rules
( the first of which occurred in 1908) w ere, for,us, a bete noire transformed into a raison d'etre. I hesitate to complain about this because,
like tooth decay for a dentist, such changes legitimated and even
necessitated our existence. Also present from the outset were the
bewildering number of idiosyncratic schemes, conforming to no
knowii or recognizable descriptive cataloging rules, of the 'earliest
major contributors. Princeton's "one -line slugs" and the American
Antiquarian Society's "Enter under subject, neglect author entirely,
omit at least first three words of title" cards spring all too readily to
mind. ( Be it noted that later cataloging from these sources was of

high merit indeed.) And beyond rule changes and idiosyncratic
schemes, the degree of completeness of description and accuracy of
cataloging _among the 1, arious contributors differed tremendously.
Cards ranged from exquisite to aby smal, from descriptive bibliography in full flower to subminimal impressionism at its most laid
back. ( As Johannes Dewton so well put it, cards giving you their
approximate rather than exact telephone -number.)
The more subtle factors leading to disparateness arose from
-using competent catalogers around the country, who started from
the same base but who viewed and recorded identical materials with
quite different eyes and hands. In these same broad arenas we con-

tinue to do battle today, striving to get things right at last, to put
the definitive cataloging rules in place. Always the problem of choice
and form of entry recurs. author against title, title against editor or
corporate body, real name versus pseudonym, complete name versus
22
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abbreviated name, original author Nersus commentator or adapter,
or Latin form of name %crsus 1,ernacular form. Basic problems arise
from differences in the rendering of collatiou and _imprint or conceptual differences in the treatment of musical works and the works
of graphic artists. Particularly' problematic are works resulting from
legal actions, proceedings of meetings, w orks invoh,ing thr-Inurses,'
respondent dichotomy, and treaties. In fact, any thing other than the

cry simplest casea single, uniquely named know n author of a
single simply titled monograph) aids a great %ariety of Catalog
entries, reflecting the seeming determination of catalogers everywhere to imaginati% el) and (Jean% ely list and describe their libraries'

treasures. And, adding further Confusion, libraries ol,er the years
submitted generations of cards for the same item, as either catalog
codes or local emphases changyd. The problem of multiple cards
from the same library for the same item stayed with us right to the
end and el,en increased as many libraries, in tune w nth the new era,
contributed large batches of mauhine-generated records to replace
their earlier handcrafted ones.
These then, \\ ere some of the major components of the grittine.ss

obscuring a good view of the National Union Catalog. The framework was in place, the materials at hand, but what a job to be done'
The Library's Main Reading Room was shut dow n for over a year,
bright red scaffolding extended to the highest reaches of the dome,
And everyone marvelled when it came down at last. To those of us
who know thedititalog di, the transformation has been as remarkable. PerfectioM of course, as never the goal, and as its compilers
and continuous users w e 4.1.E; certainly more aware of the catalog's
blemishes than are its other subscribers. Our charge was to produce
NN,

NN,

a well-edited catalog, gi% en the monies at hand, and wesfeel,we have

accomplished that end. The eatalog'sbeauty , its detail and intellecalai sharpness, the accuracy of its unique listings according to the
old-fashioned principles, the structure of its alternative approaches
(i.e., its added entries and cross references), the integrity' of the supplement sequence of sixty -nine %olurrics with the 685 main sequence

volumesthese .things our editors, Rrched on their editorial scaffolds, ha% c persistently and N. naciously and skillfully brought about.
The technical problems
encountered were certainly far more
difficult than had been foreseen. have often wondered if the project

would have been undertaken had the true state of affairs been
grasped on all sides. The early. -production projections were very
optimistic. John Cronin could edit four times as fast as the fastest
editor, through the generous use of rubber bands, paper clips, and
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notes to s ordinates suggesting appropriate action. During the
frenetic p no of the project's earliest days, editors trooped to the
epartment 'office, cradling a tray and other necessary
implements, to sit at John Croniti's side, nervously flipping cards,,
Processing

cigar smoke enshrouding the scent. From these early sessions came
the policies and procedures needed to accomplish realistic production goals.
As great and difficult to assess as the technical problems were,
the very rly correspondence explaining them to John Commander

is in
ospect amusing. We tried hard to account for the unexpected diffieulty of the patch of the alphabet just done and to give
assurances, not always heartfelt, that the coming patch would be
more agreeable. Even more difficult to understand initially was he
importance of the staff, especially the editors themselves. Unlike the
staff of The Oxford English Dictionary, another purported ten-year
project (which, however; extended to more than forty - eight), our
personnel were many. I read K. M. Elisabeth Murray's wonderful
biography of her grandfather James Murray, Caught in the Web of
Words, with an immediate appreciation and empathy few can have.
Our enterprises were close kin, but the union catalog had a total
staff of about fifty-five, of whom twenty-five w ere assistant editors
and three associate editors. Together with the project's head and
assistant head, the associate editors quickly reviewed the work of
the assistant editors as the catalog's final quality check. The unit
of work for each editor each week was a tray of about fourteen hundred cards, narrowed down from a much higher number during a
series of pre-editorial processes designed to remove obvious duplication and call attention to potential conflicts. The content of each tray
was provided by the random bounty of the alphabet. Unlike so much
cataloging-related work at the Library of Congress, this was work
for generalists rather than specialists. A tray might offer cards in any

Roman alphabet language acid cover all kinds of printed formats
books, maps, music, seri, s, and so on. Editors had to deal with
everythingalways agai st the clock, and there was no putting a
card aside for future inwiration. Cards in an editor's hands one week
were in London the nixt.
An editor, in confronting each card, carried on an ,internal
monologue. Dices the choice of end)/ appear to be correct?

oes the

form of entry appear to be correct? Are there other places in the
catalog where cards for this author or item might lie? Are there
cross-references or added entries that should be made linking these
other possibilities with the card in hand? Is the filing appropriate
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and correct? Will the card photograph or must it be retyped? And
so on.

The art, of course, w as to answer these questions quickly and
accurately and mu\ e on, to recognize the troublemakers but not
trouble over the ast majority of perfectly solid citizens. Even in a
catalog as dirty at the outset as ours: I should add, most of the
entries were correct -as is." 0mA-editors had recognized an offender,
and w L. had arious rules of thumb to li Ip do this, the art again was

to find the quickest possible path to an acceptable solution, or,
fading that, to know when to let go, to pass the problem on to one
of the senior editors. Thus, the ideal editor would possess good technical skill in all phases of descriptiNt. cataloging, strong language

abilities, a thorough knowledge of bibliographical and general
reference sources, an actne imagination, a sense of appropriate
compromise, and lots of that most precious and elusie commodity,
common sense.

That may have been the correct formula, but it was a prescription that was difficult to fill. Oddly enough, some editors with the
strongest technical backgrounds in cataloging had a difficult time
indeed, chiefly because of their hard-to-quench desire for, if not
perfection, at least certainty. In addition, most were accustomed to
a \ cry structured setting, where eery- cataloging contingency must
halve a corresponding action plan, fteri fiendishly complex. By contrast, we relied on only a eery fewl basic ground rules and encouraged editors to fashion their ONS II working procedures. Some of the
most successfukditors, giLL n our rather unusual requirements, were,

rather than the cohort of retired catalogers John Cronin had envisioned, free-spirited but mostly well behaved youngsters not yet
fixed by a more stern regime. Still, there were successes and a few
disappointments NS hatecr the background. What became clear, and
what I think is important for those conducting or considering future
sumlar ventures, was tin IR (essay of haing at least a few passionately inspired and talented people to keep things moving.
SeLeral important points about the catalOg's construction and
make-up should be emphasized. First, the catalog, at heart, is only
as good as the information presented to it permits. The intervention
of editors could often improve the catalog, but ultimate responsibility fur questionable entries must reside with the libraries supplying them. One of my %cry frustrating problems, incidentally, was to
present oNer-intenention at the editorial level. How often editors
thought they knew better than the library that had supplied the
card! One might change a perfectly good heading for the shakiest of
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reasons, albeit with a sometimes stunning certainty and finality.
(One of the most frequent reasons being, "But it's listed that way in
the British Museum though that august catalog marched to a
different tune.) Though the overwhelming number of alterations
made were valid, I begged editors always to ask: "Is this change
really necessary?," to put themsel% es in the place of the original
cataloger and divine that individual's intentions in preparing his
record. Especially dangerous were changes made to records of
uniquely held items, since a change here would divorce the record
as it appears in our volumes from the same record as it appears in

the unique contributor's catalog.
A related and obvious point, but one sometimes overlooked, is
that, except for a few cases involving Library of Congress items, we
saw only cards, not the books themselves. Nor was tlire time or
money for extensive correspondence or telephone calls, which could
have resolved many puzzles.
Second, the catalog is traditional. a given author is represented
in a unique fashion at one place in the file and all his works are
listed at that point. Though American and Canadian cataloging rules'
changed over the years, this principle at least had been maintained.
Only now, with AACR 2, has a quantum change taken place. I have
difficulty in seeing how we would have coped with the AACR 2
generation of cards, with their apparently profound differences. It
is true that we daily reconciled the incompatible. Whether we could
also have taken in this additional layer of mechanically and philosophically divergent records is a problem with which I'm glad we
did not have to grapple. The catalog IN as startedand finishedjust
in time.
Finally, the catalog, though well-edited arid, we hope, internally
consistent, is replete with necessary compromise. No preconceived

notion remained sacredthe- sanctity of the Library of Congress
printed card, the authority of the ALA cataloging ruttsr.ertli the
principle of unique listingthese and all other rules and principles
were sacrificed to the simple need to get things done well but on
time. When faced with progressive serial editing and unalterable
deadlines, one must and does find immediate solutions, which are
often compromises. It is my hope that our compromises were intelligent, helpful ones.
I have often wondered how the final compilers of the great cata-

logs of the past those we leaned on heavily in our work, such as
Lorenz, Kayser, Pagliaini, and Palaufelt as their NV ork 'was finished.

Surely there is a sense of the usefulness, value, and magnitude of the
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accomplishment. But I m under if they too felt the inability to coney
how things really s ent. Who, using the "New York" file, can know of
the family illness experienced by the editor imoh ed and the resulting staff effort to overcome an unexpected and critical loss of time?
Who, using the fourteen Volume "United States" file, can understand
the enormous problems it posed or know that flans Denton worked
so diligently on it follow ing his retirement in 1975? Who can com-

prehend the tremendous accomplishment of Maria Laqueur, the
project's assistant head, in designing and starting the editing of the
supplement chile the last of the main sequence NA, as simultaneously
being roped in?
And finally, most difficult to, express, Nk ho can know the inner

beauty experienced in bringing order to the chaos? There was a
serenity and joy here that oNercame the frenzy and frustration that
so often seemed to dominate. On occasions when the related but
extraneous cares of the day could be discarded and when one was,
to use Arthur Ashe's phrase, "in the zone," \' hen making the catalog
was all that mattered, the reward was great and sufficient
Our work is clone, the scaffolds are down, the results are available for scrutiny, and, s C hope, a little admiration. The project staff
is indeed proud of its role in transforming the Nision of others into
a grand structure, the finest effort yet to document man's written
record.
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JOHN COMMANDER
a

Publishing the NUC
---AS THE PUBLISHER of The National Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprints

and as one who has been closely involved with its publication from

earliest days, I can only acknowledge astonishment at how fully
and how closely the hopes and intentions of fifteen and more years
ago have been fulfilled. We assumed that it would prone possible to
set up an editorial unit,at the Library of Congress that would per, form a task whose complexities were only guessed at and fOr which,
as nothing comparable had preNiously been attempted, no precedent
methodology existed. We also assumed that fully edited copy would

be sent in weekly, air-freighted consignments to London at a rate
sufficient to permit publication of five large volumes each of 104
pages each month. It happened. No shipment from the Library of
Congress was missed over the whole period and, in spite of the
hazards of commercial and industrial life throughout the 1970s, no
year passed without a further sixty Volumes being issued on time and
in good order.

Of course this was not achieved without a fair share of crises
human, financial, and organizational. Even when the whole process
had settled to routines which on the face of it made it all seem easy,
day-to-day problems continued to tax the resilience, ingenuity, expertise, and sheer professionalism of the interrelated, but 3,500 milesdistant, ends of the operation. That this gap was bridged and never
At the symposium, members of the NUC subcommittee paid tribute to
publisher John Commander for his vision, persistence, and scorn "for any
expediency that would diminish the scholarly integrity or usefulness of
the catalog." Mr. Commander, whose involvement with bibliographic
publishing began with the British Museum General Catalogue of Printed
Books (1961-66), has been associated with the Pre-I956 Imprints NUC
for more than fifteen years, first as managing director of Mansell Pub.
lishing, subsequently as /wad of Bemrose Publishing, and currently as the
catalog's publisher.
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seemed in much danger of opening into a gulf was due largely to
the trust and confidence in which each held the other. And from the
base of good professional relationships, friendships developed which

have, for once, validated the now rather old-fashioned and somewhat tarnished belief that ventures in international collaboration can
prove constructive, fruitful, and even pleasurable. For once, not
even the barrier of a shared language was sufficient to disrupt the
single-minded identity of purpose and endeavor which from the
beginning informed the whole project.
This collaboration element may be seen as one of the more
remarkable manifestations of Anglo-American interaction in the
fields of bibliography and library cooperation that has been developed, particularly ov er the last quarter century. The pioneering work
of the Library of Congress in instigating, under John Cronin's direc-

tion, the rapid publication of major bibliographic records in book
form pointed the way to the production between 1961 and 1966 of

the *ifitish Museum General Catalogue of Printed Books and
stimulated its publication. As ,the time, its 263 volumes were
rightly seen as a major step forward in bibliographic control. The
application of new and ingtnious techniques specially developed for

the project both permitted and required that the Catalogue be
released from the stranglehold of editorial perfectionism and
expense, which had reduced the progress of its, publication to a
craw I. The will to do this resided in the Museum Library. The means
Of its accomplishment were conceived and created .by Balding and
Mansell, a firm of English printers vc hose interest at this stage vc as in

securing a substantial and continuing flow of work for its printing
machines. However, Balding and Mansell's initiative in developing
the new equipment and techniques quickly led to a deeper involvement with the professional needs of libraries and with the concern of
librarians to manage the exponential growth of both bibliographical

information itself and the demands of its users. In this we were
actively encouraged by John Cronin, whb managed the application
of the unique processes developed for the British Museum Catalogue
to the increasingly urgent needs of North American libraries,
In particular, the possibility of putting the pre-I956 NUC into
publishable form was raised and addressed. By about 1965 vv e had
established to our own satisfaction the realistic, possibility of converting the sixteen million or so cards of the pre-1956 NUC into edited,
book form. Prototype cameras, related equipment, and a feasible
methodology of a much more sophisticated nature than that used for
the Catalogue had been defined and successfully demonstrated. By
.
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1967, through the good offices and under the Control and guidance of
the ALA subcommittee on the NIX, Mansell. Publishingspecially

formed to produce and publish the catalogand the Library of

Congress had struck the agreement. The juggernaut had begun its,
as it was then thought, ten years' progress. In fact, the journey has
taken fourteen years and its successful completion is due in no little
measure to the thoroughness with which the ALA subcommittee
plotted the route.
All of which would have been unavailing bad the project not
received the support of the library community at large. In many
senses this was self-help. indeed, it was e% idently desirable to translate into more usable and readily accessible form the vast resource
of bibliographic information that had been accumulated over die
years from the reports of many hundreds of contributing libraries.
But even in the relatiely affluent days of the late 1960s, it argued
belief in the worthhileness of the catalog and some faith in the
likelihood of its completion to subscribe at a price that,
at that
time, was likely to make a perceptible dent in the purchasing Midgets
of most libraries.

Fortunately, such conviction w as not lacking and the hopes of
the publisher and those associated w ith the project received early
endorsement. At the end of 1968 some seven hundred libranbs in
North America were subsCribingmany to more than one setwhile
from the rest of the w orld a further one hundred and thirty subscriptions had been received. But the pattern soon began to alter and &is,
perhaps, a wry comment on the way the world has changed in the
last decade that at the end of 1980 North American subscriptions still
stood at fewer than a thousand w hilt' the rest of the world's had risen
to three hundred and sixty-one. This relative decline in the proportion of North American subscribersfrom 84 percent to 73 percent of
the totalover the years is the one major disappointment that has
. attached to the project. It is eN, ident that an unreasonably large
number of North American libraries for whom the catalog provides

a resource basically relevant to their on and their users needs
remain unequipped with a prime and vital tool of their trade. What=
ever the reasons for this, it remains for the publisher a challenge, an
opportunity, and a necessity to see that the remaining sets of this not

misnamed National Union Catalog should find homes in North
American libraries where they will best fulfill their, purp(Ae. At the
same time, we as publishers together with the North American
library community at large must be grateful to libraries, institutions,
and enlightened colleagues in forty -nine other counthes throughout
30
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the world ho ha% e recoti,mied the scope, authority, and utility of
The National Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprint8. Their subscriptions,

paid very often from increasingly exiguous and hard-pressed
resources, ha% e afforded essential support hi meeting the very heavy
costs and risks of publication.

.

,

4

Examining the first fix e published NOJUIIICS of The National Union Catalog,
Pre-1956 Imprints in late 1968 are (left to right) John Commander of Mansell

Information/Publishing Ltd., Conlon Williams, chairman of the
American Dinar\ Association's, Subcommittee on the National Union
Catalog, L Quincy Muinfmd, Libianan of Congless, 1954-74, and
Johannes L. llewton, editor of the Pre-1956 Imprints, 1967-75.
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BERNARD ROSENTHAL

Antiquarian Booksellers and
The National Union Catalog:
.A Survey
ANTIQUARIAN BOOKSELLARS are a minuscule fraction of the constit-

uency served by the Ma. There are about fifteen huridred of us
here in the United States, Canada, and Europe ( including Great
Britain). If we consider only those who consistently use bibliograph-

ical referen& works other than American Bookprices Crikrent or
similar pricing tools and who do a bit more than take an occasional
hasty glance at Howes's U.S.iana or Brunet's Manuel, the number
shrinks quite dramatically, and I think we end up with about 300 to
350.

In Order to get a realistic and. broadly based view of the attitude
of antiquarian booksellers toward the NUC, I made up a questionnaire which I mailed to over three hundred colleagues, both in the
United States and Europe. First of all it was important to get an idea
of the frequency of use, so my opening question was. "Do you use
the NUC (1) Never; (2) Once a week or more, or; (3) Only occasionally, i.e., less than once a week?" (Inevitably, this formulation
elicited the comment, from a London colleague, that "This sounds
like Masters and Johnson.") Having, with this question, separated
the sheep from the goats, I went on w ith a query regarding the distance from the nearest available set, and I separated the respondents

into two groupsthose who live less than forty-five minutes or
twenty miles from a set, and those who live further away than that.

Let it be said at this point that no book dealer in the United
An outstanding rtpre.stptativt of the tradition of the scholar-bookseller,
Bernard Rosenthal of San Francisto heads one of America's leading antiquarian firms. Mr. Rosenthal is a rmtribcr of the national advisory board
of the Center. or the Book.
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States owns a setone of them wistfully observed that "weight and
space (rather than cost ) considerations keep, us from acquiring the
NUC." As a matter of fact, the only pmately owned set I know of
is in England.
Next came a question aimed at deterNiming my colleagues' chief
reasons for using the MTG. Was It to determine proper bibliographi-

cal entry, to check a collation, to locate the nearest copyto get an
idea of rarity by checking the number of recorded copies, tp clarify
edition or issue'points, or some other reason?
Then, I was curams'to know w holier there is a tendency to use
the NUC as a kind of last resort, after every other as enuemeaning

consultation of the books in one's own ,reference libraryhas been
tried. And I followed this up by asking whether the NUC generally
provided the information one was after. U ) to this point, I suppose
my question; could have been asked of an ' user, not only of booksellers. But the next by o were directed specifically to the antiquarian
bookseller. (1) If you find that a library doesn't have a book which,

III your opinion, It should have, do y,ou then quote it to them and
mention that you are doing so end the basis of consultation of the
NM? (2) If you find that a book is,"not in the NUC," do you raise
the price?
At the end, I left a lot of blank space for "other comments," and
I invited comparison of the NC V with )f.tiler, similar large-scale
bibliographical projects, particularly thc ritish Museum General
Catalogue of Printed Books.
I am going to outline the replies I received and give you some
broad possible conclusions. But first a few figures will reflect the
degree of response which I elicited. In the United States, where I
mailed out 166 questionnairesilmost 75 percent of my colleagues
repliedIf nothing else, this proses the power of a Self-addressed,
stamped t ns elope. In,
Britain, about 50 firms gut the questionnaire, and slightly more
ore than half sent in replies. In continental
Europe, of the 90 dealers who were queried, also about half replied.
I will comment primarily on results gathered on this side of the
Atlantic and only occasionally refer to replies from abroad.
Regarding frequency of use, the largest contingent by far are
the Occasional Users, i.e., the booksellers who, like myself, check the
NUC less than once a week. The practical thing is not to consult the
NUC just for a single title but to accumulate a number of problems

and take a shopping list to the library' at some point when we can
absent ourselves from the shop. Right here, by the way, we have. a
key difference between the scholar and academician on one side and
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the bookseller on the other. The former generally spend a great deal
of their time in libraries or on campuses ,A here consultation of the
NUC is no different from normal library research routine. For book'sellers, especially those of us who have small staffs or none t all,
consultation of the NUC means interrupting our normal shop routine
and, in some cases, it gives us the choice of either closing the shop or
working on a weekendan awful choice, really.
After the Occasional Users come the Frequent Users, about 20
percentand all of these, of course, live within easy reach of a set.
I don't quite know what to do about, the category who say they

never use it. On paper, it looks like about 20 percent. Quite

a

few firms, both specialists and generalists, are amply served by exist-

ing bibliographies (early music, for instance, or contemporary
authors) or have a type of operation in which there is no time or
need for bibliographical research. What I found rather astonishing

r was the fact that on the Continent, a number or prominent colleagues of mine were not aware of the existence or the NUC or,
when they were aware of it, did not realize that it was available at,
say, the Bibliotheque - rationale. The slightly guilty feeling some of
us have for not consulting the- NUC is beautifully summed up by a
bookseller in London who confesses. "We never look at itperhaps
we should?" A little public relations work, in the form of articles in
our trade journals, for instance, ould go a long way toward alerting
the tnembers of our trade to the many possibilities which the N UC
opens for us.
The replies to my next question, about the proximity to the
nearest set, prove that Mr. Commander has done an outstanding
sales job: the overwhelming 'majority of my, colleagues, both here
and in Britain and Europe, have a set of the NUC within a forty-fiveminute or twenty-mile range. This is perhaps not all that surprising
if we bear in mind that our profession tends to be concentrated in
urban areas, where large institutional libraries are located. By the
way, I note that almost all those lazy colleagues of mine who never
look at the NUC dohave one within easy reach.
If we look at the question about -reasons for using the NUC, the
replies tend to, lie rather predictable for the trade. At the top of the
list are those whose chief motive is to get a sense of rarity by check-

ing if a title is in the NUC and, if it is, how many copies are

recorded, ( This is both predictable and amusing, because one of the
features of the NUC which my 'friends consistently criticize is the__
record of copies, which they say is weak and undependable.) Almost
equal enthusiasm is voiced by Those who need to clarify edition or
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issue points which, of course, greatly influence the price. Rather
further down the line are those who need a collation, and still further

'

r

down arc those who want to died, proper entry. That checking an
entry is near the end of the list ,is, of course, typical for us booksellers. most of us have never heard of Anglo-American Cataloging
Rules 1, let alone 2, and w e ha u our own ideas about entries I defy
anyone to find a bookseller who puts Bre i iurium under C (Catholic
Church. Liturgy and Ritual. Breviary. ), as he would find it in the
NUC.

At the very bottom of the list are those W,Ifo.are interested in
,finding the location of the nearest tooagain not surprising when
we bear in mind that we are interested in books we can sell, not
read. We now come to the question of whether we tend to use the
NUC as a last resort. Antiquarian booksellers with bibliographical
expertise and well-defined specialties tend to have their own reference libraries. I do, and others like myself tend to exhaust all their
"imbouse" means, including the Emyclupaidia Britannica (eleventh
editioii, of course'), beforeleaving their four walls for a pilgrimage to
the NUC. The replies I received show that there is a sharp division
between the Frequent Users and the Occasional Users. Over half the
Frequent Users do not consid the NUC a last resort, and let it be
said, in their honor, that these: re, by and large, also the booksellers

who have excellent reference libraries of their own. Among the
Occasional Users, the majority (65 percent) do consult the NUC as
a List resort, after their own tools have proved inadequate.
Coming now to the next question, whether the NUC provides
the information sought, it is heartening to note that those who con sult it most frequently are also those who are most satisfied. A large
majority, closi2 to 80 percent, answered "yes," and the rest gave
answers which boiled down to about half the time, not one gave an
outright ''no." Among the Occasional Users, the answers were more
lukew armfew er than half are fully satisfied, some said no, they are

not satisfied (8 percent), and the remainder are in the fifty-fifty
category. I think these results can be given a very optimistic interpretation. Having looked through all tjw two hundred-or-so replies
which I received, I found that the most frequent users of the NUC
were also those possessingat least in my view the highest degree
of bibliographical expertise. In otheiw orris, they are the dealers w ho
know what questions to ask of the NUC, who know how and when
to use it, and who also have the best perception of its strengths and
vveaknesses,m 80 percent satisfaction rate in this hard -to- please and
highly opinionated constituency is quite a compliment!
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So much, then, for the questions of general validity. Now we
come to the two which are applicable to the trade only, and here I
find that fewer than half of the NUC users among my colleagues
about 40 percent both in the United States and abroadus it as part
of their sales technique. To some extent, this may be a result of our
perception that the location of copies is a rather undependable feature of the NUC and also because there simply hasn't been enough
time yet to get to know this giant well enough to exploit it fully. The
NUC could be a most valuable tool in collection building if the
dealer had a good profile of a specific library's needs and policies,
and could then quote books he or she felt the library should have.
On a practical lebel, I think that such a collection-building program
could best be worked out by librarian and dealer getting together
for a thorough exchange of views. As a dealer, I would like to know,
for instance, what the librarian can tell me about the dependability

'Of the location entry as it relates to his or her own librarythe
greater the dependability, the smaller would be my risk of wasting
my time in needless quotes.
The final, and somewhat brutally frank question"Do you tend
to increase the price of a book if it's not in the NUC?"elicited some
comments 1, ery much worth quoting. First, a German colleague ofmine says, with a definite tone of disapprobal.."We never raise our
prices. Do you?" Second, a dear.friend in New York says: "YesI
raise. my prices on the slightest pretext!'" Third, a comment from
Switzerland: "This 'is a good idea. I hadn't thought of it before.
Thank you!" My seb ere statistics show that, in the United States,
45 percent say yes, they do raise their price, and about an equal
number say they don't. Allow me to gibe these figures my own interpretation. the 45 percent who say that they raise their prices are
telling the truth, and those who say they don't, aren't.
We now come to the relative merits of the NUC and the British
Museum General Catalogue of Printed Books (BMC), or other copparable large-scale works. Booksellers expressed all sorts of opinions,'
and it's quite amazing how passionate people get about such waters.

Not surprisingly, the frequent users hate the most strongly held
opinions opinions w hich arc oftefi diametrically apposed, some proclaiming that the NUC is incomparably superior, others defending
their belobed, BMC with equalfervor. Quite a few of my colleagues
babe expressed the opinion that its really unfair to compare the two,
because of their 013% joust) different purpose and nature, and I tend
to agrep with them.
A German colleague finds that the greater consistency of con36
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teneiti the B11C is, oh%iously, due to the more consistent acquisitions

ahi. single. large library. An English friend of mine tells me
113ktRetlie NUC exciting because of its newness ("It has added
zest to my life," he says!), and another prefers it to the WIC because
.of its "fuller entry formula, more logical indexing, and indication of
rarity." This same dealer, incidentally, says he uses the ,NUC as a
first, \not last resort, e% en though he has a %cry fine reference library

of hiNn. I supposc.the truly seise men are those,of my colleagues
who stale that, for be;t results, the NUC and BMC should be used
together, one of them calling them "both superb" and then quickly,
adding that "the NUC, however, is more comprehensive."
one case, the reply came in the form of poetry, and since it
seems to sum up the feelings of so many of my respondents, I Might
as well quote it in full. Its author is my cousin Fiammetta OlschkiWitt, who runs her business w ith her husband Marib from a rather
pastoral setting, a remodelled farmhouse in the Toscana, cidse to
Arezzo but very far from the NUC:

NUC and 'MC
Are ptrzzling to the likes o£ me
Amateur in bibliography.
But of the two, if I must choose

(A fate one often can't refuse)
I find for practicality
a. There's none that beats the BMC.
Let me take up the theme of practicality at this point. The BMC
is a% affable in the Readex Microprint Edition. For conceiving the

idea of issuing this microprint, Albert Boni deserves an honored
place in the annals of bibliography, quite aside from the tall pedestal
he has earned for himself in the history of publishing. And since this
microprint edition is mailable at a price which is within reach of a
number of booksellers, quite a few ha% e it on their shelves. We use
it constantly, regardless of our specialties. We hale become familiar
with it, w e know its weaknesses and strengths, and we know precisely when to curse it and when to hug it. The effect of this Readex
Microprint Edition of the MC on the accuracy of our catalogs and
on the dependability of our descriptions is difficult to quantify, but
daresay that it may he comparable to the effect of Hain, Brunet, or
Sabin in their day. You see, the existence of bibliographical information alone is one thing, but easy access to it on one's own shelves is
quite another. Not surprisingly, then, many colleagues have
expressed the desire of seeing the NUC in a similarly accessibleand

affordableformat. If it were technically possible to produce it in
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microfiche or micro-w hateNer, as long as it is reasonably casy to use

and costs less than, say, three thousand dollars, there would be a
fairly sizable market for it in the antiquarian book trade.
An often-% oiced criticism as a purely physical one. the goldtooled spine titles, so goes the complaint, are hard to read, especially
hen seen from an angle. Since in most libraries, including the University of,California at Berkeley, half the NIX is below hip-level, I
find my self quite often in the same undignified position as my colN1

N1

league who ho must search for a particular Volume on all fours, "using a

hand as a light screen." Two American dealers, both enthusiastic
users of the NIX, would like to see it used as a basis for a new edition, pith elimination of duplication and more standardized cataloging. To which I would add that, if such an immense project were
indeed contemplated, more libraries should participate more
consistently.
I would like to conclude on a note of enthusiasm commensurate
ith the completion of this aw csome undertaking, and I will quote
N el-1)41m what two of my most respected colleagues, both of them in
New York, and neither of them giNen to hyperbole, halve written on

their questionnaire. "I enthusiastically support the idea of the
project ( despite its shortcomings) and congratulate its editors on
completing the most voluminous reference work in the history of
bibliography in, such an incredibly short time," and "I consider the
NUC the greatest bibliographical achievement in my time." To
which I can only add, Amen.
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NICOLAS BARKER

Scholarly Uses of
The National Union Catalog:
An International Perspective
FOR MANY YEARS Now, European libraries and those who frequent

them have become used to the American scholar, better equipped
than the home-grown article both as regards time and money and
almost alarmingly familiar with the printed catalog of the institution
in question, or at least with the printed literature on that part in
which he happens to be interested. The two first characterizations
are now less true than they used to be, but the haphazard way in
which English scholars acquire their familiarity with sources is still
put to shame by the overall efficiency of the American academic
information retrieval apparatus. But as the great green buckram
wall of the NUC grows brick by brick on European library shelves,
European scholars are becoming more and more aware of the vast
size and usefulness of the sources now revealed to them. In part,
these are specifically American sources. That is, with all the bibliographical resources open,to us, we lime failed to realize the existence
of many American books and periodicals dealing with subjects that
interest us that have been published oNer the last century. Equally,

however, the NUC is a vast testimonial to the wide and catholic
interest in American libraries in a whole range of subjects of mere
European than American interest, stretching back well beyond the
discovery of America. This resource is fascinating enough as it
stands, and most European scholars will accept what is offered in
Nicolas Barker is head of Conservation at the British Library, editor of
the Book Collector, and author of many distinguished works on the history
of books and printing, among them Stanley Morison (1972), BiblioLindesiana (1977) and The Oxford University Press and the Spread of
Learning (1978).
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their particular specialty without questioning whence or why it came.
To me, both these questions are fascinating. The history of book
collecting in America still remains to be written, although a formida-

ble amount of source material is already in existence. I restrict
myself to three examples. First, there is Edwin Wolf's history of the
formation and catalog of the library of James Logan of Pennsy hania,
remarkable enough in its own right and doubly remarkable as that of
a man who was determined to remain American while passionately
curious about the latest intellectual moNements in Europe. Secondly,
there is the collection that-William Rainey Harper, first president of
the University of Chicago, bought, in the teeth of opposition at home

and abroad, from the great Berlin booksellers Calvary. It represented a cross section through the learned publications of four cen-

turies of European scholarship in almost eery discipline, whose
quality is only now coming to be noticed. Thirdly, there is the
Library of Congress itself. Incorporating the papers and libraries of
the men who made the new republic, the Library of Congress has
been built up on the lines of the great deposit libraries in Europe,
and with the addition of special collections of older books such as
the Rosenwald Collection, it may be said to typify the book collecting instincts of the United States.
This is to leave out collections of such first-rate importance to '`
Furopean scholars as the Harvard and Yale libraries, which are as
old as many European institutional libraries, the John Carter Brown
Library, itself the earliest as well as a model thematic collection, and
the great fonds of modern literary material now at the Humanities
Research Center at the University of Texas. All these resources are
represented in the NUC. All are, to some extent, exceptional. But
they may be held to typify the extraordinary number of libraries all
over the United States of America that have been collecting books
old as well as new, from Europe as well as America, over the last
century and in some cases eNcn longer. European scholars are now
beginning to learn, thanks to the NUC, how widespread as well as
how nch the bibliographical resources of North America are. The
importance of Kansas to the student of the English eighteenth century, the\stonishing growth of Brigham Young Unix ersity, the special contribution of Canadaall this is reflected in the NUC. It will
eNen tell you that the Folio Plautus annotated by John Milton is at
Loras College, Des Moines, Iowa. What can be read is now revealed
to trans-Atlantic readers and the relatiNe cheapness of the dollar
against most European currencies and the huge reduction in air fares
make it much easier than it used to be for them to cross the Atlantic.
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What will their, impact he upon the natives? How will these new
conquistadores mine the newfound gold?
The first of these questions is rather easier to answer than the
second. Speaking as a rather lately joined member of the corps of
the British Library, w hose 0M11 catalog, in a modest 263 volumes,
came out relatively recently, I find it possible to offer a little advice
which may saw, if not the lives, at least the time of the future Incas
and Aztecs who are next on the list. To be received into an American
institutional (or private) library is, for the European scholar, to go
back to the nineteenth century. Material is made easily available to
the scholar. He himself is made comfortable, allowed to come and
go, giN en ( if he is a long-stay resident) a table and a locker of his
own, even in some cases allowed to search the shelves himself. More
than all this, the time and knowledge of the staff is made generously
available, so generously that the scholar is all too frequently apt to
forget that the staff have anything else to do. The Btitish Museum

was already far from this primal state when the publication of its
catalog opened its resources to the hordes who came not merely
from the Western Hemisphere but from Europe and even Japan.
What had in effect been a club of some thousands of members
became an international society measured in millions. Books which
the club had allowed to slumber gently for two hundred years
were pressed into active service. Staff members from the director
down to the library assistants found themseh es facing a new volume
of work generated by an ever-increasing number of new readers.
There are four lessons to learn from this. First, make sure that
the external and internal services of the library are clearly defined
and performed if not by different people (which Mould be absurd),

then in a may which will enable the same people to perform both
functions adeqMitely. If a library has two main duties, to conserve its
collections and to make them available, the neglect of the essential
internal business of keeping the organization going NN ill be damaging
in the longirtin to both, as damaging as the preference of either duty
to the other. Second, make certain there is a procedure for dealing

with readers' m ants, not just a generous willingness to fit in with
their requirements. Some provisions are general, from adequate

security arrangements (which 'mean much more than a casual
inspection of briefcases at the door) to a regular updating of openaccess reference books. Each library will have its own recipe here.
More important, however, is specific provision. catch the reader first
and find out in detail IA hat he M ants, rather than deal with the much

more complicated problems he may generate if he tries to extract
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what he %N, ants without assistance. Some sort of reception service,
even perhaps a detailed questionnaire, is a valuable precaution.
Third, watch the orders for photography. To publish your catalog is to invite orders for microfilm from afar. It is not unknown for
a German scholar to order a microfilm of a German fifteenth-century
book from the British Library, writing from a town which possesses
a copy of the same edition of the same book. Finding out why the
order has been placed and if need be rew ritmg it to suit the library's
convenience rather than the applicant's becomes increasingly important. Otherwise, your books ill become reduced to the present pitiful state of the British Museum first copy of Foxe's Actes and Monuments (1563), of which single pages were photographed over and.
over again for the woodcut illustrations, a piece of vandalism which
if anticipated could have been prevented by a complete microfilm of
NN

the whole, book. Lastly, there are the ever-present and

eveir:

increasing demands of conservation. Books that are more used decay
more rapidly. a book that is only slightly the w orse for wear can be
put in good order at a tenth of the cost in time and money that will
be in. (lived if it is allowed to stay in heavy use for only a year or two

more. So, before the hordes arrive, check your stocks and see that
they are in good shape. time and money spent now will save an
infinity of woe and expense later.
All this would be so much easier if the direction of the demands
were predictable. What w ill the marauders from across the Atlantic
want? Here I am afraid I can offer no counsel or consolation. Successive, persistent, and prolonged inquiries at the British Library into
the requirements and rt tiding habits of readers has merely reinforced

the pretty general conclusion that every reader wants something
different and that the past is no guide to the future, even on an individual, let alone a general, basis.
So I will end on a persbnal note by recounting my own exceedingly happy pilgrimage through' a small section of the NUC. As is
well known, the saiTse of Carter and Pollard's famous Enquiry into
the Nature of Certain Nineteenth Century Pamphlets, published in
1934, w as materially enlarged by the discosery, shortly afterward,
that Harry Buxton Forman, the distinguished editor of Shelley and
Keats, a man seventeen years older than Thomas Wise, had been the

knowing accomplice in thv crime of forging first editions of the
minor works of major nineteenth-century writers. The discovery of a

pamphlet by Richard Henry Horne, Galatea Secunda, bearing the
imprint "Melbourne, 1867," but with part of the edition at least
printed on paper watermarked "1873," put Forman's role in a new
.12
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light. Forman had befriended Horne on his return from Australia in
1869, had helped him get some of his later works through the press,
and had become his literary executor on his death in March 1884.
Indeed, the bequest of Home's library had filled his house overfull,
and he w as forced to dispose of "a portion" of his library at Sotheby's
the following November. In this sale, lotted with five other items,
and sold for no more than two shillings, NS, as a copy of Galatea
Secunda. Forman, then, was already involved in questionable dealings before he met Wise ( 1886) and before the emergence of the
first forgery with which Wis'e's name can be associated (1888). Was
Forman then the true originator, of the fraud, and Wise the secondary accomplice? It became imperative to study Forman's literary

contacts and other publications, especially his relationship with
Home.
The pages of the NUC devoted to Home provided the answer.
Home occupies some five pages altogether and a substantial number
of entries. Among these, defined by common location symbols, are a

group of Horne's pamphlets which were clearly associated with
Forman. Letters to the libraries concerned soon revealed that all
their holdings had ewe from a common source, Messrs. Elkin
Matthews Ltd., Who purchased the residue of the library of Forman's son Maurice Buxton Forman in 1946,, issuing a catalog for
which in several cases they were able to supply multiple orders from
multiple stock. The deductions drawn from this were important.
The absence of any trace of an intervening sale made it clear that
Forman's enterprise in this case was not intended, as was the later
partnership with Wise, to make money. Significantly, presentation
copies of all the other Home pamphlets ha% e emerged, but none of

Galatea Secunda. The implication, that he ,was ashamed of the
mendadtous imprint and did not wish Home to see it, was clear, and
conveyed a vivid early impression of a conscience at work, which is
conspicuously absent from Wise's dealings.
All these facts and insights derive from the scrutiny of a few
pages of the NUC. The same scrutiny, and the realization that NcD
and MI' had the most extensive holdings of the suspect pamphlets,

brought an extended correspondence with Duke University and
Harvard, which has brought new friends and an abundance of other
facts extending far beyond the narrow spectrum of Forman's relations with Home. (I cannot help adding that the same five pages add
a splendid piece of gratuitous information, in the twenty-seven cards
listing that part of the notable Leigh hunt manuscript collection at
the University of Iowa at Iowa City that relate to Home.) I cannot
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begin to be sufficiently grateful for the rapidity and thoroughness
with which what would otherwise has e be n a lengthy and laborious
search was concluded.
The NM has brought one new friends as well as new knowledge. I do not think I am exceptional in this respect. The NUC will
continue to absorb me ind many others, to provide the essential
background to a whole new range of scholarly research into every
subject, period, and language imaginable. I am sure that others will
be as happy in their experience as I has e been. I only hope that the
libraries who have given so gene rously to provide this resource will
feel correspondingly grateful for the cxtcnsion of knowledge which
their visitors may bring them.
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WILLIAM B. TODD

Scholarly Uses of
The National Union Catalogi
A Bibliographic Saga
As WE coNsiopn the manifold uses of the NUC, we may well be
assured that this magnificent instrument of research will carry us far
beyond the hesitant gropings of present scholarly endeavor. The
incessant quest for know leZlge impels the literary scholar to seek out

the truth, first as it may partially reside within some book already
possessed, then as it is further divulged in a local library, and
eventually as it might be fully manifest in a vast encyclopedia of the
printed word. Now that this seemingly unattainable ideal has been
realized, essentially, in the NUC and is presented in a form immediately accessible, the catalog stands, as David Smith declared, as "the
best record we shall ever have of the first 500 years of man's written
h istory."

To appreciate the immediate uses and limitless range of this
ultimate catalog consider the constraints of an earlier time, from
which my own frustrating experience dates. Long ago as an undergraduate I arrogantly declared that the three hundred thousand
volumes then in my college library were quite inadequate for my
purpose, whereupon I was advised to proceed at once to the Library

of Congress and, if what I sought was not there, to examine the
cumulative card file of other holdings. And so began rni early initiation to the perils of scholarship, looming in mountains of cards at

William B. Todd, professor of English at the University of Texas at
Austin, is one of America's leading bibliographers. He is the author of
many articles and books, including A Bibliography of Edmund Burke
(1964). From 1967 until 1981 he served as editor of The Papers of the
Bibliographical Society of America. Mr. Todd is a member of the Center
for the Book's national advisory board.
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the Library, many of them obviously deranged alphabetically or
chronologically, and some quits hieroglyphic, in vs hate% er message
they conveyed.
Given these and other deterrents, the only sustained research I
then attempted was that of identifying all early editions of Matthew
Lewis's The-Monk (1796-1800), a notorious gothic romance not to

be found at the Library of Congress but readily available in all
variants only at the Unix crsity of Virginia. So informed, I was soon
on my way there and in 1949 issued my first publication under the
auspices of that institution. That early I perceived that a national
union catalog could direct me to a ri ous distant locales where some
N

percipient librarian or dedicated professor had gathered together
for intensive study the very books I was eager to examine.

Somewhat later the Library of Congress was able to expand
its service, and so enlarge the scope of scholarly enquiry, by providing on request g continuous 8-mm film of the entire file of any given
author. The earliest film record I acquired, produced I was told by
a navy war-surplus camera, remains among my memorabilia as a
considerable advance over what had gone before. the reproduction
of 961 cards on Edmund Burke, which I could N iew repeatedly if I
desired, but always of course in an inalterable sequence usually at
variance to my own intent. Nonetheless, w ithin the narrow confines,
of an 8-mm film, one constantly falling out of the 16-mm projectors

I used, my investigations could proceed with much greater dispatchso much so that later I ordered more and more film, the last
roll on Mark Twain, representing 2,650 cards.
With all 'these awkward expedients now happily behind us we

may observegin the expansive format of the NUC the marvelous
opportunity of conducting "contextual" explorations. Here we are
,allowed immediately a certain panoramic view around whole ranges
of hooks, perhaps forty or fifty at a time, all widely divergent in
origin, form, or present locale but all classed together and now here
assembled, typographically, for direct inv estigation. To exemplify
this greatly enlarged perspective c of the printed word let us wander
afield momentarily to contemplate the productions of two nineteenthcentury educators, both hardly recognized in the usual surveys yet,
as measured intermittently in the NUC, having an influence quite
surpassing those more often acclaimed.
The several manuals compiled by Lindley Murray, my first
candidate, are duly noted in both the Dictionary of National Biography and the Dictionary of American Biography as having long
been used in schools "to the exclusion of all other grammar books,"
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totaling altogether, according to the best estimates, between 1.5
million and two million copies, That count, large as it may seem, can
now on the warrant of NUC be regarded as a considerable devaluation, since it fails to account for the rampant piracies in this coun-

try, all of which were beyond the author's purview. Of Murray's
English Grammar and its subsequent Abridgement, the British
Library Catalogue has only 82 listings of the authorized issues, the
last a 54th "edition" of 1846, and the NUC several regular issues of
still later date, the last a 110th "edition" of 1881, known only by the
single copy at Columbia University. Besides these legitimate London
and York editions, however, the NUC also records of the original

Grammar about 170 irregular issuesmost of them desCribed as
abridged, adapted, corrected, improved, or simplifiedand of' the
later Abridgement no fewer than 154 entries, deriving frbm fortyone different cities in the United States. Of these the Boston version

went through at least eighteen so-called editions. Certain others,
from Bennington, Brattleboro, Burlington, Concord, and Pittsburgh,
are said td derive from the twentieth English edition, the Utica issue
from the thirtieth, and the Buffalo issue from the fifty-second. Obviously this extensive though still partial record, as now made evident
in the NUC, will confront the bibliographer with many complexities
in classification and the sociologist withias many imponderables in
measuring the impact of such a work upon the educational process.
The second grammarianT would bring to your attention is of no
less consequence, though now he seems completely ignored. Henry
Butter was once everywhere recognized as the author of the Etymological Spelling-Book and Expositor, a book rarely located today and
then only in single copies. editions 1, 43, 111, and 238,in the British
Library Catalogue and 4, 120, 209, and 353 in the NUC, with edition
209 there cited under two dates, 1856 and 1857. To this vestigial ,-,
record I would now add my own unique copy of the 429th edition,
of 1884, this with a lengthy preface lamenting piracies in America
ranging over a million copies. Even among the authorized issues we
are here prima facie missing 418 editions, enough to demonstrate

that even the NUC cannot conduct us unerringly, book by book,
through all the trackless wastes of the past. The unpredictable dictates of destiny as here inscribed may suddenly disclose everything
we may desire about the literary activities of one person and as sud-

denly deny us all but a fleeting glimpse of his equally important
contemporary.
I refer to the Catalogue of the'British Library as well as to the
NUC in these matters, partly from my habitiial practice of consulting
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all compendious references and partly in the conviction that what is
reported on one side of the Atlantic, whether of an English or of an

American writer, needs to 1w supplemented by reports from the
other side. Indeed the two accounts at times may be perfectly complementary. For Ilaydris Dictionary of Dates, a standard referencj
among historians and even among a few professors of English, the
British Library's Quarterly recently listed as on deposit the first edition of 1841 but "no copy traced" of the second. The NUC indicates
no copy of the first but two copies of the second, at I larvard and the
American Antiquarian Society. For the first American edition, the

Quarterly lists G. P. Putnam's issue of 1867, the NUC one by
D. Appleton in 1866. The Quarterly reports nothing further on
American issues, but the NUC goes on to cite from Putnam eighteen
later editions and from Harper Brothers eight more in a rival series
apparently of different content, designed "for the use of American
Readers." Assuredly, as this combined report testifies, in the boundless realm of knowledge some portion of it must be sought beyond
the national frontier.
Given the hazards attending any venture beyond the limits of
one's present expertise, I imagine that must scholars will 1w content
to use the NUC not for escapades of the kind just recited but rather
to confirm and further amplify a know n circumstance in book production. As multitudes of imprints arc registered in the EighteenthCentury Short Title Catalog its compilers freely acknowledge con-

tinuous recourse to the NUC. For similar controls over a more
limited operation, We six thousand N olumus issued by thu nineteenth -

century Leipzig publisher Bernhard Tauchnitz, the bibliographers
thus concerned also resort constantly to the same record. Even for a
single work it may be enlightening to specify at length the data con-

tained in the NUC, as witnessed, for instance, in the elaborate
account of Washington's Farewell Address (1796) in a catalog just
issued from Atlanta, Georgia. Here one may quickly discover which
among the twenty-four libraries there cited possess all three imprints
(Huntington, John Carter Brown, Library of Congress, New York
'Public) and be further warned that, despite the varying declarations
of Eames, Evans, Paltsits, and Vail, the priority of these imprints
still remains undetermined.
Finally, in all such evaluations it is well to remember that, among
the eleven million separate reports now represented, the NUC can
usually record only the outward and visible signs of the book, not its

inner construction. Many books appearing to be the same in all
respects, and so enrolled with numerous location symiols in a single.
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_entry, will eventually be disclosed to be three or four issione
genuine, the others Counterfeit. And as many mat., here set apart
according to v ariant titles, imprints, or dates, upon further examination will be rev t ivied to be a single edition repeatedly reissued. Occasionally pagination alone w ill indicate something approaching an
international conspiracy, as observed, for example, in an 1876 London issue of Forster:s Life of Goldsmith 4 in several 1889-90 New

York issues of Jane Austenall, I would now assert, deriving from
stereoty pc plates prepared y ears before in Leipzig and all, I must
add, known only by copies at lIarvard. Without further analysis one
may readily accept a report, from a major research library, that
through 1955 Melville's Moby Dick ranged through 118 "editions."
Upon proper investigation, how ever, one must conclude, with
G. Thomas Tanselle, that all these NUC entries actually make up
only thirty-fiv e editions. Quite, obviously, then, mere appearances
can be very deceptive and, if unquestioned, may grossly distort the
literary event under consideratiOn."
In this brief survey of a reference work extending to 754 volumes, I am now rather startled to find, at least, that amid all my airy
allusions to thousands and millions of copies, the books specifically
mentioned usually appear only in solitary specimens. This circumst4nce I can only proclaim as yet another and possibly the Most distinctive service of the NUC. that it often rescues and identifies from
times long past certain isolated artifacts still to have some immeasur-

able effect upon time present. What this and other effects may be,
whether occasioned by one or by many books, should now be the
constant concern of scholars everywhere. Allowing this as a primary
rationale for research, it may be agreed that henceforth all academics
still posing as scholars y et .now admitting ignorance of NUC should
be dismissed as imposters.
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